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Diabetes is a disease in which blood glucose levels are above normal.
Most of the food we eat is turned into glucose, or sugar, for our bodies to
use for energy. The pancreas, an organ that lies near the stomach, makes
a hormone called insulin to help glucose get into the cells of our bodies.
When you have diabetes, your body either doesn't make enough insulin
or can't use its own insulin as well as it should. This causes sugar to build
up in your blood. Uncontrolled blood sugars are known to cause (among
other issues) heart conditions, kidney failure, nausea, obesity, and vision
loss due to Diabetic Retinopathy.
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Most people with the
diabetes have type 2.
About 27 million people in
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Type 2 Diabetes
body cannot use insulin properly

Can develop at any age
Most common type in adults
Most causes can be prevented

Another 86 million Americans have pre-diabetes. Their blood-glucose is not
normal, but not high enough to be diabetes yet.
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Healthy choices that can lower your risks:


Be Physically active everyday: Walk, Ride a Bike, Swim, Work in the Yard
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Lose Weight: Eat a Low Fat/Low Carb Diet, Eat Smaller Portions, Stop
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Have regular Doctor visits: take an annual diabetes blood testing, check
your cholesterol and check your blood pressure

LIF MOBILE UNIT “FREE” RETINAL SCREENINGS
Check our website for when we will be in your area, runs March thru October
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